quality plumbing and heating

FOR EVERY HOME—FOR EVERY BUDGET

CRANE
NO PART of the home contributes so much to the health, comfort and convenience of your family as the plumbing and heating systems. It is essential, therefore, that the equipment which comprises these vital systems be of the highest quality, the finest design. When you install equipment by Crane, you are assured lasting and satisfactory service.

Crane, the best-known name in plumbing, presents new fixtures freshly styled in such quality materials as vitreous china, Duraclay and porcelain enamel on cast iron. Here is a wide selection of bathroom groups, specialized fixtures and smart new kitchen sinks that will appeal to your taste—and your pocketbook. Such other equipment as dishwashers, disposal units and laundry tubs are also available.

Vitreous china is an all-ceramic material with a hard, gleaming surface that resists dirt and is easily cleaned. Crane ceramists have developed a superior vitreous china that assures the beauty and durability you want in plumbing fixtures.

Now available to home owners are plumbing fixtures of Duraclay—the exclusive Crane all-ceramic material that has been time-tested in hospital service. Possessing the same beautiful glazed finish as vitreous china, Duraclay will not stain, is acid-resisting, withstands thermal shock and resists abrasion.

Porcelain enamel on cast iron, used in Crane bathtubs, sinks and lavatories, consists of fine quality porcelain enamel fused to a sturdy cast iron base. The smooth, sanitary surface is attractive, easy to clean and easy to keep clean.

Crane fixtures—available in white and eight attractive pastel colors—Sun Tan, Persian Red, India Ivory, Pale Jade, Citrus Yellow, Sky Blue, French Grey and Shell Pink—permit a wide range of contrasting and complementary color schemes. These colors are fired into a glass-hard glaze. There is no possibility of fading.

Whatever your choice in heating—hot water, steam or warm air—or whatever your preference in fuel, Crane can provide the type and size of heating equipment you desire. You can also turn to Crane for radiators, convectors, winter air-conditioning units, oil burners, stokers, controls, water specialties, pipe, valves and fittings.
Dial-ese

an exclusive Crane feature

A flick of a finger and the faucet opens—a touch, and it closes—thanks to the exclusive Crane Dial-ese control which makes faucets operate as easily as the dial on your radio. This Dial-ese control is typical of the advanced engineering back of all Crane products. With Dial-ese, water pressure has been harnessed to aid in closing the faucet. The easy, finger-rip operation reduces wear and consequent dripping. A single standardized Dial-ese cartridge which is easily replaced, fits every Crane faucet. Your new Crane fixtures are all equipped with this exclusive Crane engineering development.

temple

All the beauty and efficiency of modern design are evident in Crane Temple trim. Temple trim is striking with a chromium-plated finish that is easy to keep sparkling clean. Attractive lever style handles are furnished with Temple sink trim. Temple bath, shower and lavatory trim may be had with either lever or three-rib handles. Complete with efficient, finger-tip Dial-ese control, Crane Temple trim is the last word in style elegance and matches the beauty of new Crane fixtures.

embassy

Exclusive on many new Crane fixtures, the smart Crane Embassy trim combines attractive styling with convenience. The easy-to-grasp wing-type handles and the swinging mixing spout are chromium plated. Dial-ese control, of course, is a featured part of Crane Embassy trim.

whitney

neu-rainier

Striking modernism and new convenience keynote the completely new Whitney and Neu-Rainier trims. A featured part of many new Crane fixtures, Whitney and Neu-Rainier are solid cast brass—chromium-plated for beauty—and equipped with Dial-ese controls for efficiency.

replacement trim

Also available in the Crane line are newly designed replacement faucets with Dial-ese control which may be easily installed in your present fixtures. Home owners are learning through experience that it is far more economical to replace worn-out, leaky faucets with new ones than to attempt repair work on existing facilities. Crane replacement trim will bring new efficiency to your bathtub, your sink, lavatory and laundry tray.
the diana group

Where style, comfort and completeness are first considerations, the beautifully matched fixtures of the Diana group satisfy even the most discriminating tastes.

1-100-4 Diana Lavatory is styled in sparkling, easy-to-clean vitreous china. The smooth, flat top provides a large surface area surrounding the commodious semi-oval basin. Features Temple trim with Dial-ease controls, lever action Secura waste, chromium-plated legs and towel bars. The supply fitting may be furnished with either 3-rib handles as shown or lever style handles.

Sizes: 24 x 20 in., 27 x 21 in. and 33 x 22 in.
Basin: 18 x 11 in., 21 x 12 in. and 23 x 13 in.

1-118 Drexel Dental Lavatory is a modern aid to home hygiene. Styled in sparkling vitreous china, the Drexel dental lavatory has shelf back, round basin and sanitary china spout. Size: 14 x 14 in.

2-50 Neuvogue Receptor Bathtub is of glistening porcelain enamel on cast iron. Measuring only 48 inches long, it is particularly suitable for utilizing space of unusual proportions. Features a comfortable corner seat, flat bottom and low 16 in. height. Temple trim with Dial-ease controls, Deviator spout and water-saver shower, Access pop-up waste and overflow. The supply fitting may be furnished with either 3-rib handles as shown or lever style handles.

Size: 48 x 46 x 16 in. (right or left-hand outlet).

3-100 Criterion Closet is of sparkling, easy-to-clean vitreous china and features a modern, close-coupled design with elongated rim. The efficient siphon jet whirlpool action provides quiet, positive flushing. Seat and cover arc of Mol-Tex, and the cover completely encloses the top of the bowl.

Size: Overall height—31½ in., width of tank—21 in., extension, wall to front—31 in.
the marcia group

The Crane Marcia group consists of three beautifully matched fixtures that will bring new smartness and comfort to your bathroom. Gracefully styled in the modern manner with matching Temple trim.

1-275-J Marcia Lavatory . . . a smartly styled lavatory for counter-top installation. Made of sparkling white, easy-to-clean vitreous china. The semi-oval basin with the greatest width at the front provides ample room for washing hands, arms and face. The angle panel enhances the appearance of the lavatory and is completely practical because the Temple trim is right at the finger tips. Dial-eus Controls. Sealed waste.
Size: 24 x 21 in.
Basin: 17 x 10½ in.

2-83 Criterion Bathtub is constructed of smooth, easy-to-clean porcelain enamel on cast iron. It has a wide, comfortable rim seat at front, and a low 16 in. height and flat bottom for safety and convenience. The Criterion tub also has a sloped back for maximum bathing comfort. Features Temple trim with Dial-eus controls, Deviator spout and watersaver shower. Access pop-up waste and overflow. The supply fitting may be furnished with either 3-rib handles as shown or lever style handles.
Sizes: 60 x 32½ x 16 in. and 66 x 32½ x 16 in.
(right or left-hand outlet)

3-101 Criterion Closet is made of smooth, easy-to-clean vitreous china and features a modern, close-coupled design with elongated rim. The efficient siphon jet whirlpool action provides quieter, positive flushing. The smart, correct posture Mol-Tex seat and cover add a note of distinctive styling.
Size: Overall height—31¾ in., width of tank—21 in., extension, wall to front—31 in.
the drexel group

The gracefully tailored lines of the Drexel group will impart a functional beauty to your bathroom. The commodious fixture styling, the sparkling chromium-plated Temple trim, the attention to design perfection assure discriminating home owners the comfort, convenience and satisfaction they desire.

1-110-J Drexel Lavatory is made of sparkling, easy-to-clean vitreous china. It features an integral china spout, large semi-oval basin, raised shelf back and a handy soap depression. The Temple trim with Dial-se control is mounted on a recessed angle panel. Quick draining is assured with the lever action Secum waste. The Drexel lavatory has chromium plated legs and towel bars.

Sizes: 22 x 18 in. and 27 x 21 in.
Basin: 17 x 10½ in. and 21 x 12 in.

2-83 Criterion Bathtub is constructed of smooth porcelain enamel on cast iron that is easy to clean and easy to keep clean. It has a wide, comfortable rim seat, a flat bottom and low 16 in. height for safety and convenience. Features Temple trim with Dial-se controls, Deviator spout and water-saver shower, Access pop-up waste and overflow. The supply fitting may be furnished with either 3-rib handles as shown or lever style handles.

Sizes: 60 x 32½ x 16 in. and 66 x 32½ x 16 in. (right or left hand outlet).

3-120 Drexel Closet is smartly styled in gleaming vitreous china. This modern, close-coupled closet is available in either regular or elongated rim. The efficient, whirlpool jet action of the Drexel assures quick, thorough flushing. White sheet covered seat and cover. For elongated rim specify 3-121 Drexel.

Sizes: Overall height—30 in., width of tank—21½ in., extension, wall to front—regular rim, 28 in., elongated rim, 30 in.
the oxford group

Modern in design, the Oxford Group is a splendid example of bathroom fixture styling to meet the moderate budget. The panel motif reflected in all three fixtures creates a pleasing, unified appearance, and the striking chromium-plated trim adds beauty and practicability.

1-125-E Oxford Lavatory is made of bright, easily cleaned vitreous china. It has a large, rectangular basin, molded-in soap depression and convenient shelf back. Chromium-plated trim with Dial-ez controls and direct lift waste are mounted on a recessed angle panel. The Oxford lavatory is equipped with chromium-plated legs and towel bars. Slant end style available.

Sizes: 19 x 17 in. and 20 x 14 in.; Slant end: 26 x 14 in.
Basin: 14 x 11 in. and 15 x 9 in.; Basin: 17½ x 9 in.

2-126 Oxford Recess Bathtub is constructed of acid-resisting Duraclay, the exclusive Crane vitreous glazed earthenware material that has been time-tested in hospital service. Available in either recess or corner design, the Oxford has a flat bottom and low 14-in. height for safety and convenience. There is also a non-splash rim which serves as safety handhold. Chromium-plated trim with Dial-ez controls, Deviator spout, Accesso pop-up waste and overflow. For corner design, specify 2-110 Oxford.

Sizes: 54 x 27 x 14 in. and 60 x 27 x 14 in. (right or left-hand outlet).
Corner Size: 60 x 27 x 14 in. (right or left-hand outlet).
No slope at head end of 9¼ in. size.

3-140 Oxford Closet is made of smooth, gleaming vitreous china. Features a modern close-coupled design and quiet, efficient whirlpool jet flushing. White sheet covered seat and cover.

Size: Overall height—9½ in., width of tank—21¼ in., extension, wall to front—27½ in.

Close-coupled construction of tank and bowl adds to the handsome appearance and efficient operation.

Convenient shelf back for toilet articles. Recessed angle trim panel. Large, comfortable rectangular basin.

There's maximum bathing area with the straight sides... safety with the flat bottom. Non-splash rim serves as safety handhold.

The Crane Compac Radiator is another space-saving answer to the bathroom heating problem. Although requiring minimum space, there is no sacrifice in heat output. It may be recessed into wall if desired.
The fixtures of the Neuday group present a modern simplicity, a clean-cut styling that make them favorites for small and medium-sized homes. The sparkling finish of the fixtures, the striking chromium-plated trim and the built-in Crane quality assure service and complete satisfaction.

1-460-E Neuday Lavatory is constructed of attractive porcelain enamel on cast iron and possesses a smooth, easy-to-clean surface. You will like the convenient shelf back for toilet articles, the molded-in soap depression and the generous sized rectangular basin. Chromium-plated trim with Dial-ee controls and direct lift waste are mounted on a beveled angle panel. The Neuday is also equipped with chromium-plated towel bars. May also be supplied with chromium-plated legs as 1-455-E Neuday.

Sizes: 19 x 17 in. and 24 x 18 in.
Basin: 15 3/4 x 10 3/4 in. and 16 x 11 in.

2-97 Neuday Recess Bathtub is of smooth, easy-to-clean porcelain enamel on cast iron. It has a flat bottom for safety, and the low 14 in. height makes stepping in and out easy. Equipped with glistening chromium-plated trim with Dial-ee controls, Deviator spout and water-saver shower, pop-up waste and overflow.

Sizes: 54 x 30 3/4 x 14 in. and 60 x 30 3/4 x 14 in. (right or left-hand outlet). No slope at head end of 54 in. size.

3-160 Neuday Closet is attractive in appearance and efficient in operation. Made of sparkling, vitreous china that is easy to clean and easy to keep clean. The quiet, self-draining jet gives quick, positive flushing. Equipped with white sprayed seat and cover.

Size: Overall height—28 1/2 in., width of tank—21 3/4 in., extension, wall to front—27 1/4 in.
the Lahoma group

Where compactness is a “must,” the Lahoma group is the space-saving answer. Because of the unique Lahoma Receptor Bath which measures only 42 by 31 inches, a complete bathroom can be installed in space measuring only 5 feet 8 inches by 6 feet 8 inches. The Lahoma group is not only ideal for small homes but for larger homes where an additional bathroom is desired.

2-333 Lahoma Receptor Bath is made of gleaming, easy-to-clean Duraclay, the exclusive Crane vitreous glazed earthenware material that withstands thermal shock, defies abrasion and resists action of household acids. Requiring minimum space for installation, the Lahoma Receptor Bath provides facilities for foot, sponge or shower bathing. It has a comfortable corner seat, non-splash rim and features a flat bottom and low 12-inch height for safety and easy access. Chromium-plated overflow supply and shower fitting with Dial-ese controls. Pop-up waste and overflow. Available in right or left-hand outlet.

Size: 31 in wide x 42 in. long x 12 in. high.

1-295-C Yorkshire Lavatory is an attractively styled vitreous china lavatory with a 2 in. high shelf back and semi-oval basin. Splash lip and soap depression are added features. Chromium-plated trim with Dial-ese controls and direct lift waste. Chromium-plated legs.

Sizes: 20 x 18 in. and 18 x 15 in.
Basin: 15 1/2 x 11 3/4 in. and 14 x 9 1/4 in.

3-140 Oxford Closet is an ideal fixture to complete the compact Lahoma group. Modern close-coupled design in gleaming vitreous china. Efficient whirlpool action bowl with self-draining jet. Solid plastic seat.

Sizes: Overall height—28 1/2 in., width of tank—21 3/4 in., extension, wall to front—27 1/2 in.
the ohio bathtub

The Crane Ohio bathtub is ideal for the home where budgets must be carefully watched. Although moderately priced, this quality constructed bathtub will provide years of service. The 5 ft. length assures generous bathing area, and the end is sloped for complete bathing comfort.

2-178 Crane Ohio Tub is of formed metal porcelain enameled construction with a hard, acid-resisting surface. Handsomely styled with distinctive paneling, the Crane Ohio bathtub will go well with any of the companion Crane fixtures illustrated in this book. 15¾-inch height provides easy access. A concealed wallguard is also featured to prevent water seepage around the rim of the tub. Equipped with chromium-plated trim with Dial-ese controls and connected waste and overflow with chain and stopper.

Size: 60 x 32½ x 15½ in. (right or left-hand outlet)

counter-top lavatories

Here is a new approach to bathroom styling—the Crane Counter-top Lavatory. Each of these three lavatories is designed to fit into a counter-top which may be of tile, linoleum, glass, formica, wood or other materials. Besides permitting interesting bathroom styling, the counter-top lavatory is extremely practical. Two lavatories may be built into the counter-top to provide greater utility, and a dressing table may easily be added. And the extra storage space which can be provided below the counter-top will prove a boon indeed.

1-275-J Marcia counter-top lavatory...a smartly styled lavatory made of gleaming vitreous china. The semi-oval basin with the width at front provides ample room for washing hands, arms and face. Designed with an angle panel which places the Supply fixture in a convenient position. Temple trim with Dial-ese controls and Securo waste. Size 24 x 21 in. Basin 17 x 10½ in.

1-270-L Elayne counter-top lavatory of gleaming, easy-to-clean vitreous china. Has extra large semi-oval basin. Temple trim with Dial-ese controls and Securo waste. Size 27 x 20 in. Basin 21 x 11 in. Supply fitting may be furnished with either 3-rib handles as shown or with lever style handles.

1-280-L Westland counter-top, rectangular basin lavatory of gleaming, easy-to-clean vitreous china. Temple trim with Dial-ese controls, lever-action Securo waste. Size 20 in. x 19 in. Basin 16 x 11 in. Supply fitting may be furnished with either 3-rib handles as shown or with lever style handles.
showers and shower cabinets

2-450 Addenda—ideal for use with existing bathtubs—no need to break into walls. Deviator spout, Refresher ball-joint shower head.

2-410 Rival—concealed pipe shower with mixing valve for tempered water. Has Refresher ball-joint shower head.

2-370 Temple—two-valve shower, ideal for new homes or remodeling. Has Dial-ease Controls, Economy ball-joint shower head. May be supplied with either 3-rib handles as shown or lever style handles.

18-R Skipper—one of the several shower cabinets available in the Crane line. Bonderized galvanized steel construction with white baked enamel finish walls. Slip-proof precast Stonetex receptor, brass drain. Crestmont trim with Dial-ease controls.

9-221 Economy—ball-joint shower head. Saves water by directing all of the spray at the bather. ¾ or ½-inch female inlet.

9-225 Temple Economy—ball-joint shower head, another Crane water saver. Available in ½-inch female inlet. Designed to match the Temple trim on Crane lavatories and bathtubs.


9-231 Refresher—easy-clean ball joint shower head with ½-inch female inlet.

bathroom accessories

Below are listed a few of the many bathroom accessories available in the complete Crane line.

Koroseal Shower Curtains . . . completely waterproofed . . . available in a wide variety of new, attractive patterns or in smart, plain colors with lovely, matching window drapes.

829 Tumbler and toothbrush holder for bathroom dress-up. Finished in shining chrome . . . holds 4 toothbrushes.

828 Tumbler Holder . . . chromium-plated . . . easily installed on invisible hanger.

SF-264 Medicine Cabinet of heavy gauge steel . . . near rounded corners . . . 3 bulb-edged handy glass shelves . . . 16 x 24 in. beveled plate glass mirror . . . convenient razor blade slot . . . baked enamel finish. Wall opening: 13½ in. x 18½ in. x 5½ in.

4-103 Shower curtain rod . . . chromium-plated end flanges and rod . . . 36, 42, 62 and 68 in. lengths.

8330 Recessed soap dish . . . for tub alcove . . . includes assist bar . . . clear plastic tray for soap.

8812 Towel bar with chromium ends and smart octagon bar . . . invisible hangers . . . 12 in. to 36 in. lengths.

8305 Recessed paper holder . . . chromium-plated . . . has strong spring in round hanger bar to assure snug fit.
the kitchen queen

Here is everything you could ask for in a kitchen sink—two drainboards—two basins—with styling that satisfies the requirements of the most modern kitchen. From the shining chromium-plated Temple trim to the gleaming, acid-resisting porcelain enamel finish, the Kitchen Queen is truly the aristocrat of modern kitchen sinks. And there is cabinet space galore. With this regal beauty installed in your kitchen, you can be sure that you have the finest and most modern double-basin, double-drainboard sink available.

5-70 Kitchen Queen Sink is of one-piece porcelain enamel on cast iron construction. It features two large 8-inch deep basins and two depressed drainboards that prevent water from surging over the rim. In addition, the Kitchen Queen has a 4-inch high back, making it ideal for installation beneath a low window. A handy soap depression is also provided. Chromium-plated Temple supply fittings with lever handle Dilapidus controls, swinging spout and automatic thumb-action spray with retractable hose mounted on convex fixture panel. Equipped with Reepol wastes and removable cup strainers. Outlet provided to accommodate a General Electric Disposal.

Cabinet cabinets are of white baked enamel on steel construction with double faced doors and drawers. The recessed toe board protects the cabinet from being scuffed and allows greater comfort for the user.

Size: 72 x 25 ¼ x 36 in. high.
Basins: 18 x 16 x 8 in. deep.
the sunnyday

This is truly a modern sink designed especially for the home where a double drainboard, single basin sink is preferred. Beautifully styled in gleaming, easy-to-clean porcelain enamel on cast iron, and possessing many convenience features, the Sunnyday will help to make yours a real efficiency kitchen. Available in two sizes to allow plenty of opportunity for step-saving flexible kitchen arrangement. Shining chromium-plated trim, of course, with efficient Dial-ese controls.

5-80 Sunnyday Sink is of one-piece porcelain enamel on cast iron construction with no crevices or water seepage points. Features a large 8-inch deep basin and two depressed drainboards that prevent water from surging over the rim. The 4-inch high back also helps to protect walls and fits perfectly under low windows. The striking chromium-plated Temple trim with lever handle Dial-ese controls, swinging spout and automatic thumb-action spray with retractable hose that reaches all corners of the sink are mounted on a convex panel. The Sunnyday is also equipped with Recepcol hand-operated waste with removable cup strainer. Outlet provided to accommodate General Electric Disposal.

Smartly styled Crane cabinets are of white baked enamel on steel construction with double faced doors and drawers. The recessed toe board protects the cabinet from being scuffed and allows greater comfort for the user.

Size:  60 x 25\(\frac{1}{4}\) x 36 in. high and 54 x 25\(\frac{1}{4}\) x 36 in. high.
Basin:  22 x 18 x 8 in. deep and 20 x 18 x 8 in. deep.
Maximum utility and space-saving design characterize the smart double basin Kitchen Pride sink. Absence of drainboards makes this attractive sink ideal for the compact kitchen where a double basin sink is desired. In larger kitchens, too, the Kitchen Pride sink often proves a practical solution to individual planning problems. Neat and modern in every respect, the Kitchen Pride features shining chromium-plated Temple trim with efficient Dial-ese controls mounted on raised convex panel that is decorative as well as practical. For compact efficiency and smart styling, you’ll want the Kitchen Pride in your kitchen.

5-75 Kitchen Pride Sink is one-piece construction of acid-resisting porcelain enamel on cast iron. Features two large 8-inch deep basins, soap depression and 4-inch high back to protect walls and permit installation under low windows. Equipped with sparkling chromium-plated Temple trim with lever handle Dial-ese controls, automatic thumb-action spray with retracted hose that reaches all corners of the sink, all mounted on a smart convex angle panel. Receptacle wastes with removable cup strainers. Either outlet accommodates a General Electric Disposal.

Crane cabinet is of white baked enamel on steel construction with double faced doors and drawers. The recessed toe board extending along the entire base protects the cabinet from being scuffed and allows greater comfort for the user.

Size: 38 x 25½ x 36 in. high.
Basins: 18 x 16 x 8 in. deep.
the all-american

For the home owner who wants a counter-top kitchen arrangement with a flat rim sink, there is no substitute for the carefully styled Crane All-American. At home in either compact or roomy kitchens, this modern and attractive sink offers maximum flexibility to kitchen planners. Design advantages, unusual in counter-top sinks, include chromium-plated Temple trim with Dial-ese controls mounted on a smart convex panel, and a handy ledge and wall-protecting back. Install it in your choice of cabinet.

5-120 All-American Counter-top Sink is one-piece construction of porcelain enamel on cast iron. It has a smooth, acid-resisting surface that is easily cleaned with a damp cloth, and there are no cracks or dirt-catching crevices. Features two large 8-inch deep basins and a 4-inch high back to save your walls and allow installation under low windows. Chromium-plated Temple trim with lever handle Dial-ese controls, swinging spout and automatic thumb-action spray with retractable hose that reaches all corners of sink are mounted on a smart convex angle panel. Receptol wastes and removable cup strainers. Outlets accommodate General Electric Dispsett.

The flat rim along front and sides permits easy installation in counter-top. The Crane All-American may be installed in tile, linoleum or composition counter tops.

Size: 58 x 21 in.
Basins: 17 x 14½ x 8 in. deep.
Here are two attractive, efficiency sinks designed for the budget-wise home—the Sunnycrest with a single basin and two drainboards, and the Stewardess with a single basin and a single drainboard. Both are constructed of high quality porcelain enamel on cast iron and are sparkling in appearance—easy to keep clean. The functional styling of both sinks includes convenient ledge, depressed drainboards, 4-inch high back and shining chromium-plated trim with Dial-ese controls and swinging spout. The modern Crane cabinets are of baked enamel on steel construction with double faced doors and drawers, and there is a recessed toe board to protect the cabinet from being scuffed.

5-91 Sunnycrest Sink is one-piece construction of acid-resisting porcelain enamel on cast iron. Features a single 8-inch deep basin and two depressed drainboards that keep water from surging over the rim, convenient ledge with soap depression and 4-inch high back to protect your walls. Equipped with smartly styled Embassy trim in chrome with Dial-ese controls and swinging spout. Receptol waste with removable cup strainer. Outlet accommodates General Electric Disposal.
Sizes: 60 x 22 1/2 in. and 54 x 22 1/2 in.
Basins: 22 1/2 x 15 in. and 20 x 15 in.

5-98 Stewardess Sink is one-piece construction of acid-resisting porcelain enamels on cast iron. Designed in the popular single basin, single drainboard style, the Stewardess also features a convenient ledge with soap depression, depressed drainboard, 8-inch deep basin, 4-inch high back and the smartly styled Embassy supply fitting with Dial-ese controls and swinging spout. Receptol waste with removable cup strainer. Outlet accommodates General Electric Disposal. Available in right or left-hand drainboard.
Size: 42 x 22 1/2 in. Basin: 20 x 15 in.
the homemaker

The Homemaker is a delightfully modern single basin, single drainboard sink possessing many convenience features. Crane quality throughout, it is of one-piece construction with a smooth, acid-resisting porcelain enamel finish that will add much to the attractiveness of your kitchen. Ideal for the small or medium-sized kitchen, the Homemaker features sparkling Temple trim with Dial-ease controls.

5-86 Homemaker Sink is of porcelain enamel on cast iron construction. The one-piece design eliminates dirt-catchling crevices and the possibility of water seepage. Features a single drainboard and a single 8-inch deep basin with ledge, soap depression and 4-inch high back. The modern chromium-plated Temple trim with lever handle Dial-ease controls, swinging spout and thumb-action spray with retractable hose are mounted on a convex panel. Receptol waste with removable cup strainer. Outlet accommodates General Electric Disposal.

Crane cabinet is white baked enamel on steel construction with double faceted doors and drawers. Recessed toe board protects both shoes and cabinet.

Size: 42 x 25¾ in. (right or left-hand drainboard)
Basin: 20 x 18 in.

flat rim sinks

5-160 Double Basin Flat Rim Sink of smooth, acid-resisting porcelain enamel on cast iron. Features two large 8-inch deep basins with Receptol wastes and removable strainers. Ideal for installation in linoleum or composition counter-top. Available in two sizes.

Size: 32 x 20 in. and 42 x 20 in.

5-111 Tusun Double Basin Flat Rim Sink is made of Duraloy, the exclusive Crane vitreous glazed earthenware material that has been time-tested in hospital service. Features two 8-inch basins, chromium-plated trim with Dial-ease controls and swinging spout mounted on extended back ledge, and Receptol wastes with removable cup strainers. Available in two sizes.

Sizes: 32 x 21 in. and 58 x 21 in.

5-131 Double Basin Flat Rim Sink is constructed of durable porcelain enamel on cast iron that is acid-resistant and easily cleaned. Features two 8-inch deep basins, shining chromium-plated trim with Dial-ease controls and swinging spout mounted on extended back ledge, and Receptol wastes with removable cup strainers.

Size: 32 x 21 in.

5-136 Single Basin Flat Rim Sink is constructed of durable porcelain enamel on cast iron. Like all other Crane counter-top sinks, this unit brings top quality to counter-top installations. Features a single 8-inch deep basin, chromium-plated trim with Dial-ease controls mounted on extended back ledge. Has Receptol waste with removable cup strainer. Available in two sizes.

Sizes: 24 x 21 in. and 30 x 21 in.
General Electric
SINK...DISHWASHER...DISPOSALL

Electric Sink—The General Electric Sink offers the ultimate in modern kitchen convenience, with built-in Electric Dishwasher, and a General Electric Disposall if desired. Compact and beautiful, it features a porcelain enameled top with chromium-plated faucet assembly. The cabinet is of heavy gauge steel construction, rigidly braced.
Size: 48 x 25 x 36 in. with 3½ in. back.

Electric Dishwasher—A fully automatic dishwasher which performs all of the functions of washing dishes, including pre-rinsing, washing, then double rinsing and raising the lid for the dishes to quickly air-dry. Unit built in heavy gauge, rust resisting steel cabinet, finished in baked-on white enamel. Unit also available without cabinet for counter-top installation.
Size: 24 x 25 x 36 in. high with 3½ in. back.

Electric Disposall—A modern electrical appliance for the immediate disposal of food waste. Quickly and efficiently shreds food waste into fine particles and flushes them away in a stream of cold water, with a whirling, scouring action. All Crane sinks are designed to accommodate the General Electric Disposall.

Laundry Tubs

6-110 Two-Compartment Laundrette is made of sparkling white, acid-resisting Duradyn, the exclusive Crane vitreous glazed earthenware material that has been time-tested in hospital service. Features two 12-inch deep compartments with an integral washboard in left-hand compartment, soap depression and black finished steel supporting frame with leveling screws. Equipped with shining chromium-plated trim with Dial-ease controls, swinging spout with hose end mounted on shelf back, and twin wastes with rubber stopper.
Sizes: 36 x 25 in. and 42 x 25 in.

6-115 Single Compartment Laundrette is also made of acid-resisting Duradyn. Features the same high quality Crane construction as the double compartment Laundrette, including 12-inch deep compartment with built-in washboard, black steel supporting frame with leveling screws, chromium-plated trim with Dial-ease controls, swinging spout with hose end mounted on shelf back, and waste with rubber stopper. May be installed as a single unit or with two compartment Laundrette for battery of three.
Size: 22 x 25 in.

6-80 Combination Flat Rim Sink and Laundry Tub is of porcelain enamel on cast iron construction. Has a 14-inch deep laundry tub and an 8-inch deep sink basin. Sink compartment has Receptol waste; laundry tub has rubber stopper. May be equipped with chromium-plated trim with Dial-ease controls.
Size: 42 x 20 in. Sink: 18½ x 17½ in. Tub: 18½ x 17½ in.